Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
·
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression, Option O - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow t raffic through the town centre.

Artist impre ssion, Opt ion D - View west along Karori Road
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Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of si x car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

Artist impression, Option D - View west along Ka rori Road

•

Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

•

Safer pedestrian crossing .

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of si x car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on Karori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
• Safer pedestrian crossing.
Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to Karori Road.

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
t raffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Art ist impression: Opt ion D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide t raffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre .
• Safer pedestrian crossing .
Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic .

•

Removal of si x car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
•

Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

• Safer pedestrian crossing.
Art ist impression: Opt ion 0 - View we st along Karori Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of si x car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.
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An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on ca r lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

Art ist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre .

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing .

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre .

Artist impression: Option D - View we st along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of si x car parks.

•

Parklets can inclu.de planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre .
• Safer pedestrian crossing.
Artist impression: Option D - Vi ew west along Karori Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car Lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre .

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karo ri Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre .

Art ist impression: Option D - View w est along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
Option A

D

I like this option

D

This option is okay, with a few changes

~I'm not sure about this option

Q I don't like this option
Further comments:
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Optioa D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calm ing interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing .

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of si x car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
Option A

D

I like this option

D
D
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Th is option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about th is option
I don't like this option
Further comments:
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
• Safer pedestrian crossing .
Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

·~·

What do you think?

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the Lane width in certain Locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer ·pedestrian crossing .

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of si x car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car Lanes.

What do you think?
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contri bute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the Lane width in certain Locations to slow t raffic through the town centre .
• Safer pedestrian crossing.
Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

• An extended bus stop in front of t he mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car Lanes.

What do you think?
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain Locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
• Safer pedestrian crossing .
Artist impression : Option D -View west along Karo ri Road

•

Increased pedestrian Comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Optio~ D:

Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide t raffic calm ing by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression : Option 0 - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing .

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

•

Safer pedestrian crossing .

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
Option A
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This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option
I don't like this option
Further comments :
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This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<,arori Rqad through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
• Safer pedestrian crossing.
Artist impression: Option D- View west along Karori Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

• Removal of six car parks.
•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to Karori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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suggested that further landscape improvements proposed in the options are
gilding the lilly.
Our impression is that the public have not requested a higher level of
landscaping, nor do they want their money spent on what can best be
described as "gilded lilly" improvements to assets that are already working
well.
The proposed improvements also appear misguided, if council believe the
community want a higher level of landscaping, over improved facilities and
services.
It is very clear from the financial support provided by the Karori community to
the Karori Event Centre, that they want improved facilities. However, it is also
clear that the community are tightening their belts, and any more fund raising
from the Karori community is becoming harder (and more protracted).
The concern for the Trust, is the community may end up with an empty
building for some time, which will only deplete donations for capital spending
into operational spending (ie maintenance and insurance). However, once the
facility is open, it will be able to raise much needed revenue to be self
sufficient.

Decision making
The consultation webpage has stated:
"We are building on the work from the 2017 Karori Plan which
established four 'shifts' to take Karori from where it is now to where it
should be. These are: Having Green to Living Green; Split to Connected;
Outpost to Magnet; and Dormitory to Daytime Economy."
Adding in the consultation document that:
"Together we came up with the following vision and four design criteria
to guide our decision making. We present these options here for you
to give us your feedback." (emphasis added, see
< https: //wellington .govt. nz/ "'/media/have-your-say/public-input/files/co
nsultations/2018/11/karori-town-centre-poster.pdf?la=en >).

The 2017 Karori Plan outlined four shifts:
(1) Having Green to Living Green - reflecting the desire to move towards
more sustainable ways of living;
(2) Outpost to Magnet - reflecting the desire to become an attractive
centre of activity rather than an 'outpost' of Wellington;
(3) Dormitory to Daytime Economy - reflecting the desire to have
sustained economic activity in the town centre. This would encourage
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Karori Town Centre:
Public Space Improvement Project
We're pleased to present you with four options to improve
l<arori 's Town Centre. These options have been developed
following a community meeting and a series of workshops
with a group of l<arori residents.
We would like to hear your views on each of the options.
Here's how you can give your feedback:
•

Fill out a feedback form at either the l<arori Comm unity
Centre or the l<arori Library and place it in the feedback
box by the display OR freepost it back to us.

•

Fill out an online feedback form by going to 'have
your say' wellington .govt.nz/karori-town-centre.

•

Email your feedback to ud. karori@wcc.govt.nz

Absolutely Positively
Wellington City Council
Me Heke Ki Piineke

About the project
In August we asked the l<arori community how we should
best use $1 m of funding to improve l<arori Town Centre and
public spaces. We are building on the work from the 2017
l<arori Plan which established four 'shifts' to take l<arori
from where it is now to where it should be. These are:
•

Having Green to Living Green

•

Split to Connected

•

Outpost to Magnet

•

Dormitory to Daytime Economy

If you aren't familiar with the 2017 l<arori Plan, you can
find out more at wellington .govt.nz/karori-project

For more information visit our website at
www.wellington.govt .nz/karori-town-centre

Feedback opens 7 November and closes Spm Wednesday
28 November
A map of the area is included on the last page.

We asked what the four shifts meant to you in the context
of a successful l<arori Town Centre and we heard that the
following were most important:
•

Attractive and welcoming public spaces.

•

Public spaces that help us connect with each other.

•

Living and leading the low carbon future.

•

A town centre that's buzzing in the daytime,
with shops, restaurants and businesses.

The four options have been developed in line with this feedback.

Section 1- your details
Privacy statement - what we do with your personal information .
All submissions (including names and contact details) are provided in full to elected members. Submissions (including names
but not contact details) will be made available to the public at our office and on our website. Your personal information will
also be used for the administration of an engagement or consultation process, including informing you of the outcome.
All information collected will be held by Wellington City Council , 101 Wa kefield Street, Wellington, with submitters having
the right to access and correct personal information. \

Your name*

Ne

Your street address*

cjo Po-Eox 5631' /(f7?V

6!10

You are making this submission as*

0

JP-individual

u;a" on behalf of an organisation. Your organisation 's name:
What is your relationship with the Karori Town Centre? l(/V~ M
Tick all that apply
W iwork here

[Q/ishop here

*Mandatory field

~/It. ~~~~~'.It

Section 2 - Tell us what you think of the options
Option A - A shared space with improved pedestrian connection
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• /}. flexible public space that still supports parking but is also
:// designed for community events and activities.

•p.. new pedestrian connection is created for people to walk between
f Campbell Street and Beauchamp Street via the St John's site.
• f A quality new public space that supports the Community Centre, the l<arori

Arti st impression: Option A - View looking at the
Community Centre and Event Centre

f

Arts and Crafts Centre, the Recreation Centre and the Events Centre.

•
I

move slowly and safely.

Pedestrians and vehicles share the space, encouraging drivers to

f Removal of eight car parks.
/ 'New paving, plants and street lighting.

Option B - Library Square and England Lane Improvement
This option upgrades the existing Library Square into an attractive, comfortab le
and sheltered space that welcomes the public into the library and the cafe.
For this option we will reduce the slope of the ramp between the Library Square,
the Community Centre, the l<arori Arts and Craft Centre and the Recreation Centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

·~ more comfortable, attractive and sheltered library square. .e.:5~e.Y\lld..\
Artist impression: Option B - View from Karo ri Roa d into
the new Library Square

.

• Improved pedestrian connection through to facilities such as the Community
.ft:entre, l<arori Arts and Crafts Centre and the Events Centre due to reducing the
steepness of the ramp.

·~ proved entranceway to the Recreation Centre.

"

---__..-_,_

..-

MO\f t.

·.;1'mproved outdoor seating area for the cafe to better define their space.

Csla..z..ed a..~y?Ovch)

Option C - Parkvale Road Pedestrian Priority Area

l

This option creates a pedestrian priority area for Parkvale Road . Pedestrian priority
areas encourage drivers to share the space safely with pedestrians by slowing down
and driving with care. Pedestrians have more freedom to move safely around this kind
of street. Businesses are encouraged to open out onto the footpath because of better
quality public space and the presence of more pedestrians.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

·~der footpaths allowing more space for pedestrians.
·~w paving, planting, street furniture, and lighting.

• ,@utdoor seating areas that encourage businesses to bring their activities
creating vibrancy and life on the street.

~ut onto the street,
Artist impression: Opt ion C - View up Parkva le Road
t o Karori Road

~

{-t~ ovJV\ b~eJ \rtd ._,,

· ~ ew paving, planting and street furniture .

;x Ret aining the public toilets.

,

·~moval of four car parks.
• Switching from angle parking to parallel parking along the mall,
f w hich is a safer option in a pedestrian priority area.

..

'

.

..

'

.

Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see :
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
·r
Artist impression : Opt ion D - View west along Karori Road

•

fer pedestrian crossing .
Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•./emoval of six car parks.
•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

• ;Jn extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
~without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
Option A

D
D
D
D

I like this option
This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option
I don't like this option
Further comments:

Option B

D
D
D
D

I like this option
This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option
I don't like this option
Further comments:

Option C

D
D
D
D

I like this option
This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not su re about this option
I don 't like this option
Further comments:

Option D

D
D
D
D

I like this option
This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option
I don 't like this option
Further comments :

.

•

.

.

Other comments
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KARORI ASSOCIATION INC
Public Space Improvement Project: Feed-back
on behalf of KA members and representative of residents
Option A: (3) surely this won't cost $1 mil?

•
•
•

Opening a lane from Campbell St to Beauchamp St is a good idea and will provide better access to the
various community facilities.
Underground all the services.
Shelter is essential for seating areas and open areas should be shaped to allow fairs, stalls or even an
outdoor band stand or platform
Parking allowance for loading/unloading accessibility for equipment, prams, foodstuffs etc.

Option B (2)

•
•
•
•
•
•

This option linked with C and should be developed in an integrated way. Underground services.
Decent, sheltered transition from Parkvale Rd to the square in front of Library. Umbrella-like stands over
the crossing points.
Also shelter essential along the street front of the Library from the prevailing northerly wind.
Upgraded entry to Recreation Centre (and its budget included).
An overhead glazed bridge from Parkvale-Mall from to piazza with coffee stations.
Really careful planning for the redevelopment of the piazza including moving the public toilets to
somewhere less conspicuous (near KCC?).

Option C (1)
~

~

);;>-

>-

Work with Foodstuffs as they redevelop the grotty old '70s mall, open their western face for greater
indoor/outdoor flow onto shared space. The Pub would also benefit from better space along their
frontage.
Their car park needs major change and ingress/egress should be focused in Raine St where there is
quite a bit of wasted, ill-used space along the street-front.
Yes remove angled parking as it doesn't work well and causes all sorts of jams and delays for traffic
exiting Parkvale. Can be somewhat dangerous trying to back out of the parks.
Also consider shelter options in shared space. Underground all the services.

Option D
•!• This option is important and essential but need to be funded from WCC engineering/roading and GWRC
transport budgets. It also needs to be seen in the context of the main road from the Alington Rd to the
Karori Tunnel and traffic flows.
•:• Yes, remove the car parks from the road in front of the Mall and create a proper bus hub/stop with a
small space at one end for taxis/ubers
•!• The focus of car parking and movement of traffic north-heading should be focused in Raine St with the
mall traffic including delivery trucks where there is quite a bit of wasted, ill-used space along the street.
•!• Underground all the services.
Remove the Charity bins.
•!• Different context, scale and budget as this is not strictly 'place-making'.

a8Mll Comments:

, .

./ Underground all the services (electricity, phone-lines etc etc)
.,/ Remember in this Valley we suffer a prevailing northerly wind whilst reasonably sheltered from the
south .
../ High quality design! Good planting with appropriately chosen (hardy) planting .
../ Attractive, sculpturai street furniture
./ Public sculpture in Parkvale shared space and in piazza. Jim Allen's wall mural (in store with the
Council) could be a very good start.
•/ iviosaics and very attractive paving with direciionai design
./ Attached: some photos of design ideas

../ Note: KA does not wish any of this modest $1 mil budget purloined to prop up the Events Centre which
is not the purpose of the fund.

Your sincerely

£esCetnfi Saunner
chair, karori association

J.

Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression, Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
Option A

D
D
D

I like this option
This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option

G(i don't like this option
Further comments:

Option B

~ like this option

D

This option is okay, with a few changes

D
D

I'm not sure about this option
I don't like this option
Further comments:

Option C

5fi like this option
D
D
D

This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option
I don't like this option
Further comments:

Option D

~ like this option

D
D
D

This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option
I don't like this option
Further comments:

Other comments
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on J<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to J<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of th~ mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
Option A

D

I like this option

D
D

This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option

~ I don't like this option
Further comments:

Option B

~ike this option
D This option is okay, with a few changes
D I'm not sure about this option
D I don't like this option
Further comments:

Option C

D

I like this option

D
D

This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option

~ don't like this option
Further comments:

Option D

D
D
D

fl

I like this option
This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option
I don't like this option
Further comments:

Other comments
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

Art ist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of si x car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
Option A

D I like this option
0 This option is okay, with a few changes
0 I'm not sure about this option
D / don't like this option

V

Further comments:

Option B
·

~e this option
0
D
D

This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option
I don 't like this option
Further comments :

Option C

0
D
0

I like this option
This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option

~don't like this option
Further comments:

Option D

D
0

I like this option

D

I'm not sure about this option

This option is okay, with a few changes

g,,.i don't like this option
Further comments:

Other comments
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre .

Artist impression: Opt ion D - View we st along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
Option

I like this option

D
D
D

This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option
I don't like this option
Further comments:

Option B

·

~his option

D

This option is okay, with a few changes

D

I'm not sure about this option

D

I don't like this option
Further comments :

Option C

~this option

D
D

This option is okay, with a few changes

D

I don't like this option

I'm not sure about this option
Further comments:

Option

,r

I like this option

D

This option is okay, with a few changes

D

I'm not sure about this option

D

I don't like this option
Further comments:

Other comments
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see :
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre .

Artist impressio n: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car pa rks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
Option A

~ I like this option

D
D
D

This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option
I don't like this option
Fu rther comments:
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~ I like this option

D

This option is okay, with a few changes

D

I'm not sure about this option

D

I don't like this option
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Option C

D

I like this option

D

This option is okay, with a few changes

~ I'm not sure about th is option
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I don't like this option
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This option is okay, with a few changes
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention

~

This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Tempora ry interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the Lane width in certain Locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic .

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car Lanes.

What do you think?
Option A

0 1Like this option
0
D
D

This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option
I don 't Like this option
Further comments:

Option B

Wj)tt<e this option
@ This option is okay, with a few changes

0
0

I'm not sure about this option
I don't Like this option
Further comments:

Option C

0
0
0

I Li ke this option
This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about th is option

511' don't Li ke this option
Fu rther comments:
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Option D

0
0

I Like this option
This option is okay, with a few changes

Q _!)J1 not sure about this option
[Yt"1don't Like this option
Furthercomments:
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on J<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
• Safer pedestrian crossing.
Artist impression, Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to J<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
OptionA

~ke this option

0
D
D

#. More sea..:t1ng

*

4--

This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option
I don't like this option
Further comments:
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Option B

0
D
0

I like this option
This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option

CB1d on't like this option
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Further comments:

Option(

~

[B'ilike this option
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0
0
0
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This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option
I don't like this option
Further comments:

Option D

D
0
0

I like this option
This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option

~don't like this option
Further comments:
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Art ist impression, Opt ion D - View west along Karo ri Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car pa rks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
Option A

.

•

I like thi' option /

•

This option is okay, with a few changes

./

0
D

I'm not sure about this option

X

I don't likethi' opt)(<
Further comments:

Option B

I like this option /

0

This option is okay, with a few changes >(

D
D

I'm not sure about thi x

.

tion) (

I don't like this option

J Fu rther comments: j //k,e +J,.:s
-Jhe (ltJ/;liC. -1.c, '/ef6,
Option C

I• I like th is option. . /
D

Th is option is okay, with a few changes)(

0

I'm not sure about this option, (

D

I don't like this option

}t

Further comments : ~
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Option D

li ke thi' option 1(

·

This option is okay, with a few changes

•

I'm not sure about this optiony(

0

I don't like this option
Further comments :
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure t hey-contributet o a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the Lane width in certain Locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
• Safer pedestrian crossioa ,_ ,./
Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

,/

•

Increased pedestricm comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of si x car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

-----

J{

What do you think?
Option A
cefi"uke this option

D
D
D

Th is option is okay, wi th a few changes
I'm not su re about this option
I don't like this option
Further comments:
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Option B

D

I li ke this option

D

This option is okay, with a f ew changes

[g/i·m not sure about this option

D

I don't Like this option
Further comments:
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Option C

~ike this option
D

This option is okay, with a few changes

D
D

I'm not su re about this option

7

I don't Like this option
Further comments:

1
Option D

This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option
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I don't Like this option
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the commun ity to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect t o see:
Wooden 'parklets' that wi ll provide traffic calm ing by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

-

Art ist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Roa d

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of si x car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
'
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression: Option D - Vie w west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.
Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

Artist impression, Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the Lane width in certain Locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on ca r Lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on J<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to t est the interventions and ensure they contri bute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

Artist impression, Option D - View west along Karori Road
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Wooden 'parklets' that w ill provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre .

•

Safer pedestrian crossing .

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of si x ca r parks.
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Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to J<arori Road.
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An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on ca r lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
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• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

Art ist impression, Opt ion D - Vi ew west along Karo ri Road
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Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
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Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression: Option D - Vi ew west along Karori Road
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Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.
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An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre .

Artist impression, Option D - Vie w west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
• Safer pedestrian crossing.
Artist impression: Option o - View west along Karori Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

• Removal of si x car parks.
• Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.
• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on Karori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre .
• Safer pedestrian crossing.
Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to Karori Road.

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
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I don't like this option
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow t raffic through the town centre .

Artist impression: Option O - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestri an crossing .

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Pa rklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
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I like this option
This option is okay, with a few changes
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensu re they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certa in locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Arti st impression, Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car pa rks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
Option A

D
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I like th is option
Th is option is okay, with a few changes

CTi ·m not sure about this option
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I don't like this option
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'pa rk lets' that will provide t raffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
• Saf er pedestrian crossing.
Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Roa d

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets ca n include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on ca r lanes.

What do you think?
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I like this option

D

This option is okay, with a few changes
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Roa.d

•

Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

•

Safer pedestrian crossing .

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on Karori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression, Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to Karori Road.

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the commun ity to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression, Option D - View west along Karori Roa d

•

Safer pedestrian crossing .

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall w ide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces tempora t ffi
l . .
of vehicles on l<arori Road thro~y h ~ahe ~ca ming interventions to red_
uce the speed
allow the commun ity to test the~nterve~~~n~e~~~e area. Temporary interventions will
traffic environment in the town ce t
ensure they contribute to a slower
n re.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

Artist impression: Opt ion D -View west along Karori Road

•

Wooden 'parklets' that_will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

•

Safer pedestrian crossing .

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic .

•

Removal of si x car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

• An extended bus ~top in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parldets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on J<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

•

Safer pedestrian crossing .

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic .

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to J<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on ca r lanes.

What do you think?
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This option is okay, with a few changes
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Wooden 'pa rk lets' that will provide traffic calm ing by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow t raffic through the town centre.

•

Safer pedestrian crossing .

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on J<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Featu res and improvement s you can expect to see:
Wooden 'park lets' that will provide traffic calm ing by reducing
the lane width in ce rtain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing .

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of si x car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to J<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

Artist impression, Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre .

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
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This option is okay, with a few changes
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the Lane width in certain Locations to slow traffic through the town centre .

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karo ri Road

What do you think?

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of si x ca r parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<aron Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certa in locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Art ist impression: Option D - View west along Karo ri Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing .

•

Increased pedestrian Comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of si x car parks.

•

Parklets can include plant ers to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

Artist impression : Option D - View west along Karo ri Road

•

Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain Locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
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I like this option

D

This option is okay, with a few changes
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Further comments:
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Tempora ry interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre .
• Safer pedestrian crossing .
Artist impression : Option D - View west along Karo ri Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

/12

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on Karori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by red ucing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre .
• Safer pedestrian crossing.
Artist im pression : Option D - View west alon g Karori Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of si x ca r parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to Karori Road.

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car pa rks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bri ng greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall w ide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
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This option is okay, with a few changes
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I'm not sure about this option
I don 't like this option
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the commun ity to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre .

Arti st impression, Option D - View west along Karo ri Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of si x car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bri ng greenery to l<arori Road.

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
t raffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre .

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Pa rk lets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroach ing on car lanes.

What do you think?
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
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D
D
D

I like this option
Th is option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about th is option

~on't like this option
Further comments:
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

Artist impression: Option O - View west along Karori Road

•

Wooden 'park lets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic .

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
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I like this option
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This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option
I don't like this option
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Featu res and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing .

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of si x car pa rks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
Option A

~I li ke th is option
D This option is okay, with a few changes
D I'm not sure about this option
D I don't like t his option
Fu rther comments :
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I'm not sure about this option
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'pa rklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre .
• Safer pedestrian crossing .
Artist im pression: Option D - View west along Karo ri Roa d

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
wit hout encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
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This option is okay, w ith a few changes
I'm not su re about t his option
I don't li ke this option
Fu rther comments :
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the commun ity to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
• Safer pedestrian crossing .
Artist impre ssion' Option D - View west along Karo ri Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
Option A

D

I like this option
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This option is okay, with a few changes
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I'm not sure about this option

~ I don't like this option
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of veh icles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see :

Arti st impression, Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car pa rk s.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on ca r lanes.

What do you think?
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This option is okay, with a f ew changes
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Option D: Slowing Ka;-o~.
Road -Temporary Traffic aiming I tervention

This option introduces
orary traffic calming interventi ~s't"J red Jce-the speed
of;Vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
llow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

~ing

Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic c
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the lane w idth in certain locations to slo t raffic through the town centre .
• Safer pedestrian crossing.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'pa rklets' that will provide t raffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow t raffic through the town centre.

Artist impression , Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing .

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the Lane width in certain Locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
• Safer pedestrian crossing.
Art ist impression: Opt ion D - View west alon g Karo ri Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroach ing on car Lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impress ion : Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions wi ll
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre .

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus star- in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calm ing by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist im pression: Option O - View west along Karo ri Road
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Safer pedestrian crossing .

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on ca r lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the Lane width in certain Locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impress ion: Opt ion D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing .

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of si x car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic ca lming by reducing
the Lane width in certain Locations to slow traffic through the town centre .

Arti st impress ion, Opt ion D - View west along Karo ri Roa d

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car Lanes .
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

Artist impression' Option D - View west along Karori Road
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary t raffic calming interventions t o reduce the speed
of vehicles on J<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre .
• Safer pedestrian crossing .
Art ist impression: Opti on D - Vie w west along Karo ri Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to Karori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
Option A

D I li ke t his option
0 This option is okay, with a few changes
0 l~ t sure about this option
G?I" don't li ke this option
Further comments:
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I like this option
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This option is okay, with a few changes
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I like t his option
This option is okay, with a few changes
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Further comments:

Option D
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

•

Safer pedestrian crossing .

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
Option A

D

I like this option

D This option is okay, with a few changes
D I'm not sure about this option
~ don't like this option
Further comments:
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This option is okay, with a few changes
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This option is okay, with a few changes
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

Artist impression, Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
Option A

D I like this option
D This option is okay, with a few changes
D ) 'm not sure about this option
[0' I don't like this option
Further comments:
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I'm not sure about this option
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide t raffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karo ri Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
Option A
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the commun ity to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing .

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
Option A

D

I like this option
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D

I'm not sure about this option

GrThis option is okay, with a few changes
I don't like this option
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Option B
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I like this option

D This option is okay, with a few changes
D )'m not sure about this option
[3' I don't like this option
Further comments:
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I like this option
This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option
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Further comments:
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This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
• Safer pedestrian crossing.
Artist impression: Optio n D - Vi ew west along Karori Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
Option A

D I like this option
0 This option is okay, wi t h a few changes
0 I'm not sure about this option
D I don't like this option
Further comments:
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Option B

0 I like this option
0 Th is option is okay, with a few changes
D I'm not sure about this option
!Zr I don't like this option
Further comments:

Option C

0
0
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I li ke this option
This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option

~ I don't like this option
Further comments:

Option D

0 I like this option
0 This option is okay, with a few changes
0 I'm not sure about this option
Cd'" 1don't like this option
Further comments:
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
• Safer pedestrian crossing.
Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
Option A

D
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D
D

I like this option
This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option
I don't like this option
Further comments:
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I like this option
This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option

[6" I don 't like this option
Further comments:

Option C
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I like this option
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I don't like this option

This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option
Further comments:

Option D

D I like this option
D This option is okay, with a few changes
D I'm not sure about this option
Ch don't like this option
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
• Safer pedestrian crossing.
Artist impression, Option D - Vi ew west along Ka ro ri Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safet y due to slower traffic.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
Option A

D

I li ke this option

ca' This opt ion is okay, with a f ew changes

D
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I'm not sure about this option
I don't like this option
Further comments:
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Tempora ry interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre .
• Safer pedestrian crossing.
Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic .

•

Removal of si x ca r pa rks .

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
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like this option

[3' This option is okay, with a few changes
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I don 't like this option
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression, Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Remova l of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroach ing on car lanes.

What do you think?
Option A

~like this option
D
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D

This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option
I don't like this option
Fu rther comments:
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This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option
I don't like this option
Further comments:
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Tempo rary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

Artist impression: Option D - Vi ew west along Karori Road

•

Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the Lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Remova l of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on ca r Lanes.

What do you think?
Option A

D

I li ke this option

D

This option is okay, with a f ew cha nges

~
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D )/r'1 not sure about this option
Q'.1 1don't like this option
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Further comments :
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D This option is okay, with a few changes
D ym not sure about this option
[9" I don't Like this option
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
>

I

This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on J<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre .

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to J<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
Option A

D

I like this option

~ This option is okay, with a few changes

D
D

I'm not sure about this option
I don't like this option
Fu rther comments:
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D I like this option
[1t Th is option is okay, with a few changes
D I'm not sure about this option
D I don't like this option
Further comments :
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on Karori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the Lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to Karori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
Option A

D

I like this option

0
D

I'm not su re about this option

J!ZI This option is okay, with a few changes
I don't Like this option
Further comments:
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I'm not sure about this option
I don't like this option
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~ I'm not sure about this option
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Further comments:
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This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option

S" I don't Like this option
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the Lane width in certain Locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression : Option 0 - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car Lanes.

What do you think?
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I don't Like this option

This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option
Further comments:
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on J<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing .

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of si x car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to J<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on J<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre .

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to J<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression' Option O - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression: Option 0 - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Pa rklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on ca r lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
• Safer pedestrian crossing.
Artist impression: Option 0 - View west along Karori Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

• Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.
• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic ca lming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Tempora ry interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

Artist impression, Option D - Vi ew west along Karori Road

•

Wooden 'parklets' that wi ll provide traffic calm ing by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

•

Safer pedestria n crossing .

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of si x car pa rks.

•

Pa rk lets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on Karori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
• Safer pedestrian crossing .
Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karo ri Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

• Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to Karori Road.
• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic ca lming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on t<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic ca lming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow t raffic through the town centre.

Art ist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing .

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of si x car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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D I don't like this option
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
• Safer pedestrian crossing.
Artist impression: Opt ion D - View west along Karori Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of si x car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroach ing on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'park lets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre .
• Safer pedestrian crossing.
Artist impression, Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
Option A

D I like this option
D This option is okay, with a few changes
[i' I'm not sure about this option
D I don't like this option
Further comments:
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
• Safer pedestrian crossing.
Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
• Safer pedestrian crossing.
Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of si x ca r parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on ca r lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Art ist impression, Option D - Vie w we st along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
Option A

D

I like this option

D

This option is okay, with a few changes
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I'm not sure about this option

~ don't like this option
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression, Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing .

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of si x car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to J<arori Road .

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
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D
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This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option

G(i° don 't like this option
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on J<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

Artist impression: Option 0 - Vi ew west along Karo ri Road

•

Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calm ing by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre .

•

Safer pedestrian crossing .

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters t o help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
w ithout encroach ing on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on Karori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to Karori Road.

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroachin_g on car lanes.

What do you think?
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I like this option
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This option is okay, with a few changes
I'm not sure about this option

0J'don't like this option
Further comments:
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
• Safer pedestrian crossing.
Artist impression, Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
Option A

D
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D

This option is okay, with a few changes

D I'm not sure about this option
~I don 't like this option
Further comments:
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road t hrough the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
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This option is okay, with a few changes
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre .
• Safer pedestrian crossing.
Art ist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on J<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the commun ity to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certa in locations to slow traffic through the town centre .

Artist impression : Option D - View west along Karo ri Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing .

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of si x car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to J<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that w ill provide traffic ca lming by reducing
t he Lane width in certa in Locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karo ri Road

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car Lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see :

Artist impression: Opt ion D - View west along Ka rori Road

•

Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestri an comfort and safety due to slower t raffic.

•

Removal of six ca r parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:

Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
• Safer pedestrian crossing.
Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
• Safer pedestrian crossing .
Artist impression' Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area . Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
• Safer pedestrian crossing.
Artist impression: Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of si x car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
• Safer pedestrian crossing.
Artist impression : Option D - View west along Karori Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower t raffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

• An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre.
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the Lane width in certain Locations to slow traffic through the town centre.
Safer pedestrian crossing.
Arti st impre ssion: Opt ion D - View west along Karori Road

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower traffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road.

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.

What do you think?
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Option D: Slowing Karori Road - Temporary Traffic Calming Intervention
This option introduces temporary traffic calming interventions to reduce the speed
of vehicles on l<arori Road through the town centre area. Temporary interventions will
allow the community to test the interventions and ensure they contribute to a slower
traffic environment in the town centre .
Features and improvements you can expect to see:
• Wooden 'parklets' that will provide traffic calming by reducing
the lane width in certain locations to slow traffic through the town centre.

Arti st impression, Option D - View west along Karori Roa d

•

Safer pedestrian crossing.

•

Increased pedestrian comfort and safety due to slower t raffic.

•

Removal of six car parks.

•

Parklets can include planters to help bring greenery to l<arori Road .

•

An extended bus stop in front of the mall wide enough for two buses
without encroaching on car lanes.
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